
Notes from the Dining and Sitting Rooms 
(reading Karin Boye for four-ish weeks and moving to California)

(April 23)

As a non object—often looking kiln-fired—there's care towards synchronicity: lip to cheek, 
thought to feeling, and soften with watch and belt. Mother repeating, "It's the shoes and handbag 
people look at. They know you come from a good home if you have good shoes." 

Karin Boye gathers another feather, beats a dead horse with the 
question of utility and an antler. 

Mistaken, I type futility, 
watch my middle finger 
swell from a spider bite 
and feel equally haphazard.  

On the same day in another time, Eleanor Roosevelt is 
bound for California, papers mention spring, and Karin Boye 
kills herself.

(April 24)

When weighing a thought, many develop a toothache. When I talk about ache, I forget to say it's 
caused by something and the toothache—too—becomes a thing had. A whole consciousness in 
the cuspids. 

Timothy McVeigh was born on April 23, but not yesterday
nor the day Boye died, and it shouldn't be surprising 
that Coca Cola changed its recipe on the same date in another time. 

I'm thankful I took off my watch because the noise 
wasn't what I expected when I bought it at the store.

(April 25)

The feeling I'm trying to describe is as clay smells: earthy and metallic. 

“These were my thoughts—” Boye as quiet envelope admitting,
it hurts too. 

Contexts keep becoming reasons for conditions and conditions 
keep causing contexts. Because of the chilblains, it hurts to move. 
Because he looked suspicious, the cops shot him. James, who was 
only two, called the police pigs and I was worried they'd think I 
taught him that, think I caused that too.



There's frost inside the window and, far away from here, Boye puffed up her chest, 
swallowed sleeping pills. (I'm disappointed, but I understand.)

Likewise, Greece surrendered to Germany and King George
cleared the wine cellar, a bottle of wine to each soldier. At least.

There's an opening for sleeping and chance to take a paperclip to my swollen 
finger, poke the skin and develop an infection. Yes, of course it hurts.

(April 26)

I'm always in objects, sitting on top of and next to objects. Easy to fill an empty space and still 
see room for more objects. 

The collection of ashtrays and matchbooks kept by the wife of a 
friend makes me feel tangled. The day I see her collection, I meet a 
woman from Cypress Island who tells me about coming here as a 
girl, “We came with our shoes. You learn what matters that way.”

Truth is, my father only had one lamb, some chickens and pigs, and not a whole farm, but he sits 
at the dinner table and remembers rolling pastures or feeling very tucked away in overalls and 
poverty. It's my mother who was poor. It's my mother who had to fold herself into bed and hope 
her parents didn't kill each other.

(April 27)

A thousand little things: bread, wine, window: keep me fragile enough to buy pistachios in bulk. 

Yes, California is far from Chicago and further from Buffalo. I identify all the spiders that could 
have bitten me and collect dead ones in tea cups. I map routes back home.

That they come in all sizes and for all occasions makes the 
practice of pretending to want objects easier.

I think about Boye the way I think about my schoolmate who, at 
thirteen, already felt washed up. (I wish I could remember his 
name. Asking someone would only point out  that he didn't live on 
in my consciousness either.)

(April 28)

In a book, a school teacher describes Boye as a round, soft 
little girl. On my own shelf, matryoshka dolls line up in 
order of size and the question of shape.



Over stew, Chris says “Danielle met a cow and then it was over” and I recall earlier in the day, 
when Emily said she wanted to buy a dog, told me her boyfriend called her unattractive. 

I know how I'm here: as companion to my husband. I'm at this dinner and I'm biting my 
tongue, wondering if Chris's wife measures her wrists before she goes to sleep or counts 
her chews.

(The doctor mentions I should put on some weight. She 
seems upset about having to use her hands to find my pulse 
when the machine couldn't find it. Mostly, it's nice to feel 
how warm someone else's hands are.)

(April 29)

The sight of skin is not the sight of agency: I cover with sun hat, walk by open windows, make 
sure there's always crisp linen for guests. In this way, less wolfish: I make use of lateral space, 
stretch sideward and twist to new and equalled animacy. 

No, I 'm not going to buy a cat because I need company. 
Instead, I buy two white shirts and insist they're different from one another.

Begin to resent the words companion, partner, and pet. 

(April 30)

Recently, appendage to someone else and publicly called double—called wife—I car shop, 
grocery shop, and run errands for things like door knobs and soaps. Always, a thing to be gotten. 

In a dream, I have nothing else to need and stop to wonder why Giorgione depicted Venus 
asleep? I'm ashamed of my sleepovers, of Hypnos to Thanatos; my rounded hip near an ant 
mound making me less approachable for chit chat.

“You do not become happy because you reach a certain point—”

I reach the summit of a hill and see dead redwoods all around. It's less thrilling than 
imagined, but the smell is reliable. Reliability and stability, recently, make an equation.

The thought lengthens: what is valuable? 

(May 1)

The idea of rot: a glass vase where a trimmed flower tried to 
re root, dies instead and the glass stained green, brown, and 
with hay-like strings. Fixed on this loss, there's a romantic 
investment with plastic flowers, those that don't attract fruit 
flies, are made already dead.



Chelsea thinks light is valuable. She mentions my low vitamin D, tells me to go outside. Inside, I 
call her on the phone to talk about Midas, about how boys are fleeing to the woods, building 
cabins, and taking up instruments. “Do you think they'll all turn donkey?”

For something similar, I look around the room: 

My grandmother's rocking chair isn't made for sitting. 
Really just a bedroom chair for a pillow, maybe a dress. 

(May 2)

When I move from New York to California, my father worries about the rocking chair. 

He asks how it's wrapped, how it's protected. It gets a small scratch, which makes my tongue feel 
like it'll fall out. The next day, I accidently sit in the chair and hear its futility sink under my 
weight. “That chair's an antique,” my father reminds me. “Take care of it. Is the china still 
wrapped, is there storage to put it in at the new house?”

The pantry feels big enough to fit me and is heavy with dead moths in flour. 

(May 3)

The things become emotional, almost emotive. The things 
tilt towards death and I become as permeable as ever.

(May 4)

Is it important to admit feeling tip toed and unlucky? Before I left Chicago for New York, I spent 
time with Picasso's Woman With Yellow Hair, I spent time with how unfamiliar it felt to sit with a 
painting like a cup of coffee, even a book. I had empty hands. I wished my skin was made of 
ocean and, without anything to hold, I could imagine a salt smell and collecting sand in an empty 
Coca-Cola bottle. 

Without any object to tether, I'm encrusted with the thought of things. 

Ocean skin, yellow hair, and the resemblance to a cave painting—

(May 5)

With water, I moved from the East to the Midwest to the East to the West, 
where nothing looks familiar. The shapes of the houses, even, are not the 
same. In the West, I accumulate small bowls with blue flowers, a strange 
feeling:

Housed in a mountain, I feel cabin fever in full sun. 



(May 6)

There are hummingbirds and ladybugs, a mouse takes residence on the porch and I worry he'll 
soon come inside. 

I name him Al and watch coyotes carefully.

When he goes missing, I worry. 

The boys in the woods are grizzly, cannot tell the difference between plants, and I 
worry about the condition of becoming a man. I worry, more, for how Boye's 
writing changes from hope to something bordering despair. Light and dust 
particles in my room and here she is, on the page, asking to be destroyed, asking 
for mercy.

In the woods and with the term man-child, but what is the equivalent? (I'm in the cabin, on the 
hill, and I don't know how to ride my bike into town.) On the page with an unnamed despair. Is 
the equivalent related to my ringed finger, the position of moving across the country for someone 
else? Boye between two women, urging the heart to keep beating. Neighbors talk.

(May 7)

The things in the house are not so soft with so much sky. The sound of branches knock at the 
window and I doubt the need to go outdoors. My right hand swells and my father says “I love 
you muchly.”

Reading the word mild over and over again because it's on the page in front of me and suddenly, 
it's not a thing I think I know—

I take to collecting perfume bottles, empty glass bottles, 
wine bottles with the labels peeled off.

(May 8)

The lineage: Mary gives Walter a tormented liver and Walter holds a knife to 
my mother's face when she's only a little girl. The empty category, fear, is 
missing. It happens again, my mother gives Stuart a deep sense of loneliness and 
Stuart wishes his daughter was a boy. And since I daughter, I buy baseball cards, 
talk endlessly about good passes and bad calls, tip disappointment.

I worry that I lived to close to steel factories, drank too much water from Lake Erie. Is it better to 
be westward with a face in the sun?

For the purpose of going outside, I buy plaster and dip strawberry 



containers so that they are sturdy, white things. 

(May 9)

The things break and, sometimes, there are emotions when they break. 

Other things get lost and there is a frenzy: Keys, especially, induce madness. Somewhat like 
missing the harvest while we moved from lakes: Erie to Michigan to Cayuga to the Pacific, 
which isn't a lake at all. 

In California, I remember a nonverbal moment: My mother in a leotard, carrying purple hand 
weights. I remember thinking she was sad.  The circulation of values: pineapple and cottage 
cheese diets, a memory of having to stay very quiet when we found out Mom had cancer, found 
out we couldn't shout or cry to make her feel better. I closed a door on my hand that day and 
pretended it didn't hurt.

In the hospital room, my mother's hair is brushed, her skin is 
washed and cream is applied. For weeks, she sits and resists the 
very natural question: Why? This is not at all like when my father 
has cancer. Not at all the same. 

(May 10)

If I try to locate a family story, any memory of what it was like to be young, my mother's there 
and she's sad. My father, often, is not in the memory and I'm alone in the basement with dolls. 
I'm outside for long hours, but I don't know what I'm doing. Memory, this way, is difficult.

Pictures are different. In family pictures my father's there and my mother isn't there. Nothing is 
the same as living. 

The roof is leaf heavy and storms make the lights go out. 
There's so much static when I try to call home.

In us a multiplicity lives.
It fumbles towards unity.
It's capturing, gathering burning-glass
we were born to be.

On the phone, my father says, “Make something of yourself.” My mother asks,
“Have you eaten?”

(There is an entire box in the house filled with extension chords.)

(May 11)

I lose track of where I've locked my bike and walk for hours looking. I forget the month, year 



too. To find my way, I connect egg shells with strategy from chair to chair. 

At dinner, the family chews tenderloin. “Have you found what you were looking for?” The 
demitasse is in my vision and I lack high ambition. I've fallen into things and the language for 
explaining gratuitous worry is rapidly changing under my tongue. I keep easy answers in my 
cuffs and slide complaints between fingers, under my nails. 

“Yes.” And the family nods, happy I found my bicycle.

(May 12)

When Simone de Beauvoir wrote, “one is not born, but, rather, becomes a woman,” was she 
referring to the last moment of total physical outburst, the movement inward?

To small moments—like when I crumble and buy a butter dish?

I want to tell Boye something about this and I wish for time to 
operate differently. I want to ask my mother why she's afraid of 
fires and I wish distance operated differently.

(May 13)

I cut a cucumber and click the stovetop on. Throw the cucumber in a frying pan. 
My husband comes home at this moment and says, “You're cooking a cucumber?” 
I can see his doubt, his look of disgust. For a minute I think of saying yes or 
saying I thought it was a zucchini; though that's not true.

(May 14)

I've finally gotten around to the purpose of sitting in a shaft of light and reading so much Boye: 

No narrative prefers the anxiety of feeling like you've bitten into glass.

I'm happiest to see the question “Do you think you'll regain / those meadows you lost” asked 
without a question mark. 

(May 15)

Margot is someone I'd forgotten until now. How did she encounter Apollo, his brilliance to have 
never seen darkness?

(May 16)

When I intend to write straight it is a fuzzy and pretend fact. 

Yes Boye, it's the surrender that seems most real and I wish I'd been able to answer, “Do 



you really believe that resignation can be the meaning of my life?” But the question 
wasn't real and no one actually answers questions anyway.

Did she even want an answer? 

In the house, I clean up and put objects into hat boxes arranged by size. I keep quiet in California 
and wait for the summer I'd anticipated, for the feeling of too much sand and the occasional 
delusion that I'm capable of saying something real. 

(May 17)

Always, a rising tide and my rib cage moves out, fills.

(May 18)

Anita. Margot. Karin. 

Not a succession but an unfolding. All the words pass before my eyes until I'm finished thinking 
about it all, but it stays somewhere in my wrists and jointed places. 

Sometimes, I might feel it all again and I'll retreat to one room for more than an hour, avoid the 
ocean, and contract. 

Either way, June approaches and it happens that the world reappears and I feel I 
understand it again.

As a non object, I find myself now near Pacific
nodding at a collection of wooden birds and metal deer,
not quite ready to remove the accumulation.

(May 19)

At the doctor's, my vein rolls and I know I'll have a hematoid—another in a series. It fills empty 
spaces to move into new apartments every six months and push my grandmother's rocking chair 
into a soft corner, feel human washing the dishes and washing sand out from between my toes. 


